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Ethically robust reproductive genetic carrier screening needs to
measure outcomes that matter to patients
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Identifying appropriate outcomes for programs such as reproduc-
tive genetic carrier screening (RGCS) is important. Knowing which
outcomes should be measured or evaluated is vital for assessing
program success. Richardson et al. in this issue [1] review
qualitative data on patient-reported outcomes in RGCS and
provide valuable insights to inform the development of a core
outcome set for RGCS.
In addition to being important for evaluating program success,

outcome sets should also reflect the underlying goals of
interventions like RGCS. In this commentary we reflect on the
way that outcomes for RGCS might shift as it becomes more like a
screening intervention offered at population scale. In considering
this shift, we contend both that outcome sets must be strongly
tied to program goals, and that program goals should, in turn,
reflect the ethical underpinning of such a program.
As yet, there is no consensus as to the goals of RGCS, and

debate on this continues [2]. As Richardson et al. note, carrier
testing began as a clinical intervention, available to those with a
known higher chance (based on family history or ethnicity) of
having children with an inherited condition. The goals of RGCS in
this context often included avoiding the birth of a child with the
specific genetic condition. However targeted carrier testing is now
evolving towards population-level screening, offered independent
of pre-existing risk. Next-generation sequencing has also enabled
many conditions to be screened simultaneously.
Clinicians and those with lived experience of serious genetic

conditions tend to support the goal of reducing the suffering
associated with such conditions [3, 4]. However the goal of
prevention in an expanded and widely available screening
program is ethically contestable [5]. When RGCS is offered at
population scale, it arguably implies that the conditions included
in screening are worth taking steps to avoid. Without careful
program design, this implication can reinforce or even exacerbate
societal attitudes that place a lesser value on the lives of people
who live with disability and difference. Having prevention of the
birth of children with a genetic condition as a primary goal of
RGCS is therefore ethically problematic.
A compatible – yet more justifiable – goal for RGCS at

population scale is to offer RGCS as a way of supporting
reproductive decision-making by providing information that
might be relevant. Such an approach seeks to avoid implicit
judgements either about whether to participate in screening, or

which choices to make following a RGCS result. It also reflects that
RGCS does not exist solely to enable prospective parents to avoid
the birth of a child with a particular condition, as the information
can also be useful for managing pregnancy care and early life
interventions. The goal is to make information available via RGCS
for those couples who would find it valuable for purposes of all
kinds of reproductive decision-making.
Outcome sets for RGCS follow directly from identified program

goals. Given the debate about acceptable goals for RGCS,
outcomes should also necessarily reflect the ethical commitments
made in determining such goals. It has been argued that ethically
acceptable RGCS must incorporate plural goals that emphasise
reproductive autonomy but also pluralistic commitments to public
health values, such as solidarity and responding to health
inequities [5]. So program outcomes follow (logically) from the
goals of RGCS, and these goals need ethical justification.
Given the debate around the acceptability of different goals for

RGCS, the patient-identified outcomes highlighted in Richardson
et al. are highly relevant. A value-pluralistic approach to RGCS
allows for multiple compatible goals including improving the
health of mothers and babies, and reducing inequity in access to
health interventions. It is generally agreed that fostering
reproductive autonomy should be prominent among the goals
of RGCS [6]. A key outcome for RGCS should therefore be to
provide participants with valuable information that enables
informed decision-making. As such, patient perspectives on what
they want from RGCS should be reflected in outcome sets.
Of the additional patient-identified outcomes identified in

Richardson et al., the domain of “perceived utility of RGCS” seems
particularly important, since this reflects the value (for partici-
pants) of information obtained from RGCS. Utility of genetic tests
can be considered in terms of clinical utility – the ability to lead to
improved health outcomes – or personal utility. Personal utility can
be understood as the capacity for a genetic test to produce
outcomes that have value to the patient, even if that value is not
‘clinical’ in nature [7]. Genetic tests that produce personal utility
might have less ability to influence clinical care, but can help
people by increasing their knowledge, enabling them to commu-
nicate more effectively with family, and feel that they are coping
better [8].
Richardson et al. identify two components of personal utility from

the qualitative literature. The first relates to “a sense of confidence and
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empowerment related to reproductive decisions” (p. 15). The other is
more practical: in order for RGCS to produce utility, results must be
provided in a timely way so that they can be incorporated into
decision-making. While reproductive confidence and empowerment
are less prominent in the literature (and require more conceptual
bioethics exploration), they are likely to help ensure people feel “in
charge” of their reproductive choices, and make considered decisions
that align with their goals and values. An analysis of these related
concepts is beyond the scope of this commentary, but it seems
evident that perceived (personal) utility as an outcome of RGCS is
important to a goal of promoting reproductive autonomy.
Future research should continue to attend to the underlying

ethical commitments of outcome sets for RGCS, as reflected in
their goals. A value pluralistic approach to RGCS emphasises
reproductive autonomy as among its goals. Measuring patient-
identified outcomes such as those identified by Richardson et al.
provides a helpful first step to evaluating the success of ethically
robust RGCS programs.
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